STET
Solve the clues below where the answers
are from four to eight letters long and
include two capitalized words.
However, for both the across and down
clues combined, they are not presented
in the normal order. Instead they are
sorted first by answer length and then
alphabetically.
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The word “stet” has been inserted
around the middle squares for you as a
starting point and when the crossword is
completed properly; the letters in the
shaded squares, reading from left to right
and top to bottom, will spell out a phrase
related to this word.
Punctuation in the clues may or may not
help the solver.
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4 letter words
Need a change for the first garden
Terrorist evenly sins
Part horse and part human, extraordinary
Clone a toddler inside, cool
Fish symbol of Kenya
Change gear in anger
Strange one really takes top type
Eastern cookers tops western ovens, keep smiling

5 letter words
7. Powdered, daubed in returning puff maybe
8. Flyers go off the bottom and observe western
evocation initially
9. Concretionary is made from a germanium
composition
10. Of the tree, ergo a kenosis issue
11. Not in duress, apparently making a comeback!
12. Vessel yours truly gets into, into last instrument
6 letter words
13. Swiss, maybe Switzerland will understand going
west and east
14. The Nice examination is the most recent
15. Some agreements have a lack of sufficient
provisions
16. Egg, concoction of a Spanish cheer about me and a
shirt finally
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Insult regarding replacing in the outcome
Seafood lovers camp in harbors
That’s sucky for every other one and the cutter
Ernie’s sidekick comes back with the French
soprano
7 letter words
Dead and blotchy extras
Organize a railway for the Steppes perhaps
Rob about inducement, hospital area is wider
Eastern coin, eastern train
It's official, gent loses shirt and gets to us first
then gets in with top echelon
Rock going round and not into the extra starts
Ken and Tess get together to organize a ruling
body
Faster duck has the author for the article
One who is, erect and rest surprisingly
Cosmic entity with communist was featured

8 letter words
31. Crazy about it follows with the heartless dodger,
first owned up
32. Sparkling silver trash
33. Stamper, a gelatinous blob in the current
34. Crazy dare about what’s left was stopped
35. Feedback, restored part of chair!
36. Revolutionary cry, an aid for brilliance

